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INTRODUCTION

WHO WE ARE
OUR STORY

Healthcare in Malawi has largely been the domain of the government since independence in 1964. However, the sheer colossal weight of this responsibility often results in Malawians failing to receive the level of

After taking over the operations of the South African Metropolitan Health scheme,

medical care they need and within the required period. The establishment of private sector health

through a management buy-out in October 2016, MedHealth was on the fast track to

insurance providers seeks to lighten the government’s load by launching medical aid schemes that will fill
gaps left by the public sector. These schemes provide custom products and services, within an attainable
price range and which are professionally administrated.

Private health insurance has a number of patent advantages that offer peace of mind and security for
a rainy day. Benefits such as reduced waiting time, wider choices of access to facilities and treatments,
prompt help with emergency situations, and the removal of the financial burden of paying for medical

being a promising player in the industry. With the advantage of a legacy of
experience, dating back to the entry of South Africa’s Momentum Health into Malawi
in 2009, then its merger with Metropolitan Health in 2012 – MedHealth is now an
indigenous company with an international perspective.
Management, operations and procedures are still the same because there is no cause
to change a winning formula. The team that served customers with a global
standard of professionalism remains. With regard to the quality of products and
services, members can expect progressive innovation, where MedHealth will

treatment in cash, make it increasingly appealing to the people of Malawi. The Malawian insurance sector

constantly outdo itself, as it keeps its finger on the pulse of industry trends. The

has a background of a low penetration rate, given the often turbulent economic landscape. Consumer

business grew by approximately 61 percent soon after the transition was made. This is

appetites are constantly fluctuating and so there is a critical need to tailor products within an affordability
bracket that will withstand the economy’s instability.

a key indicator of market confidence and should growth continue on this exponential
track, MedHealth will have established itself as one of the market leaders. The
inclusivity of the scheme is set to spread its growth to rural areas as well.

OUR PROMISE
NO SHORTFALLS
On available benefits
LOWER PREMIUMS FOR SPOUSES AND CHILDREN

OUR VISION

OUR MISSION

MedHealth treats its clients like family

The mission of the company is to expand its

members. Each member is treated with the

client base to facilitate extensive medical aid

dignity and respect in all interactions. We

security for the Malawian people. The

provide assurance and peace of mind for

provision of quality service which is

those who are part of our diverse family.

affordable, reliable and sustainable is our
mandate.

CHRONIC ILLNESSES COVERED
Registration required on DMP
MEDICAL APPLIANCE COVERAGE
PERSONAL HEALTH ASSESSMENT
EMBEDDED EMERGENCY AMBULANCE SERVICES
Local and Foreign
FOREIGN REFERRALS
Cashless
EVACUATION
REPATRIATION OF REMAINS
In the event of death while on authorized foreign referral/ evacuation
FUNERAL EXPENSE BENEFIT
HEALTH WAIVER
In the event of death of main member
24-HOUR TOLL FREE HOTLINE NUMBER
For emergencies and or counselling

OUR TEAM
Neil Nyirongo: Chairman of the Board

Innocentia Ottober: Director

Neil Douglas Wilned Nyirongo is a phenomenal credit to the financial sector. His vast experience has taken him

Innocentia is the Managing Partner of Lloyds & Associates with 24 years experience having graduated with a Bachelor

internationally including Scotland, the United States of America, Nigeria, United Kingdom, South Africa, Ireland and

of Law (Honours) from the University of Malawi in 1994. She was admitted to the Bar in 1995. She also has a Master’s

Uganda. A PHD in Business Administration, a Master of Philosophy in Monetary Economics and a Bachelor of

Degree in International Economic Law obtained from the University of Warwick in the United Kingdom.

Social Science, majoring in Economics and Mathematics are the qualifications achieved by Nyirongo. His
employment record includes Columbia Commonwealth University in Malawi (CCUM), the African Development Bank

She has appeared in the Supreme Court, High Court and Subordinate Courts in both Civil and Criminal matters rep-

(AfDB) in Malawi, Bankable Frontier Associates (BFA) Malawi, African Union Commission (AUC), and Reserve Bank of

resenting both individual and corporate clients. She also reviewed Conditions of Service for Save the Children (UK),

Malawi.

including incorporating the Save the Children UK Child Protection Policy in the Conditions of Service.

The professional courses he has done include International Money and Capital Markets, Financial Market Operations,
Capital Market Development and Regulation, Regional Capital Market Development, Financial Programming,
Economic Stabilisation and Reforms, 5-Financial MBA, Financial Programming, and Asset and Liability Management.
Some of his commendable achievements are the establishment of the auction system in Government securities,
being part of the team setting up of the Malawi Stock Exchange, the establishment of the Treasury department of the
Reserve Bank of Malawi, amongst others. Beyond the scope of business, Nyirongo contributed to the body of
knowledge in the theory of the financial industry by way of written papers.

Albert Musakwa: Director

Elisy Chikamba: Director

Albert Musakwa has a solid employment history including training and clerkship with the BDO Zimbabwe Charted

Elisy Fannie Chikamba’s impeccable career record was attained through her thirteen-year tenure at two financial

Accountants (Kudenga & Co), as well as being an Audit Supervisor and Senior Audit Manager. His responsibilities have

institutions, where she gained vast financial experience. In addition, her vast experience in the financial sector was

included the auditing and management of various companies across sectors including banking, insurance, energy

gained through filing reports for the Reserve Bank of Malawi. Her banking industry experience was gained at the CDH

and power, aviation, manufacturing, mining, health, telecommunications, courier services, legal services as well as

Investment Bank and with the NBS Bank (New Building Society). Chikamba’s core strength is Financial Reporting,

NGO’s. Lecturing ACCA and CIS to students at the Trust Academy is one of his investments in future finance

Business Analysis, and Capacity Building. Her current task is managing the finances of Blantyre Baptist Holdings Limited

professionals.

and the Blantyre Church, Academy and Christian Schools.

Musakwa’s qualifications include a Master in Business Administration (MBA), Corporate Governance, Certificate of

She a member of several professional organisations such as the Association of Charted Accountants and the Society

Proficiency, Certficate in Theory Accounting, Bachelor of Accounting Science, Bachelor of Accountancy and

(ACCA) and Accountants in Malawi (SOCAM). Chikamba’s certified skill set is Asset and Liability Management, Internal

Leadership Development Program. His current role is Managing Director of Medscheme Zimbabwe (Pty) Ltd (t/s

Financial Reporting Standards, International Reporting Standards (IFRS) , Financial Institution analysis, Online course of

Sovereign Health. His interpersonal skill include discipline, the ability to personalise service delivery, and developing

fundamentals of Risk management with the United Nations Institute for Training and Research (UNITAR) Basel II course,

workable solutions, A dedicated team member as well as a goal achiever, he is a firm believer in accountability.

General Management for Banks and Flexcube universal banking. Overall, Chikamba an ambitious, highly competent,
motivated and results-oriented Accounting specialist.

George Frasier Chirwa: Director

Bright Kamanga: Chief Executive Officer

Currently, Chirwa is the Management Accountant at Malawi Liverpool Welcome Trust. His track record includes Senior

Throughout twenty years in the financial serves industry Bright Chikamba Kamanga has held positions such as

Lecturer at the University of Malawi, where he helps to cultivate young finance professionals. His diverse career includes

auditor, financial accountant, management accountant, finance controller, and financial and administration

being a Finance and Marketing Specialist, Finance and Administration Officer for the United National World Food

controller. His work has been in various sectors, including FMCG, water services, packaging and independent

Programme in Blantyre, consultant and trainer for Lisho Events Management Forum, Financial Analyst, Course Leader at

consulting. Kamanga’s qualifications are Certified Public Accountant (CPA-Malawi), Association of Chartered

the Computing and Business College, Project Accountant for the British Broadcasting Corporation, Management

Certified Accountants (UK), and Fellow, Chartered Certified Accountant (FCCA).

Accountant for Consol Glass , and Assistant Accountant at Indefund.
His skills set has been attained through certificates in privatisation financial consultancy, visionary leadership and
His academic qualifications are Charted Institute of Marketers (CIM), Chartered Management Accountant (CIMA), and

growth, change management as well as essential skills for financial controllers. As a leader who is adaptable in

Masters in Business Administration (MBA). Chirwa has outstanding attributes including organisational ability, problem

multicultural environments and is an excellent communicator, he has the flexibility to work both individually and

solving through an analytical, logical and innovative approach, dynamic and creative relationship building, achievement

within a team. His leadership qualities were a credit to the Lilongwe Branch Committee of SOCAM and Treasurer of

orientation, and flexibility to different ways of doing things. He is a team player with strong leadership skills that are able

the Board of the Lilongwe Golf Club. Self-motivated, proactive with the ability to work under pressure, he is also able

to keep up team morale, encourage others and credit to the organisation and individual members.

to transfer the same work ethic to team members, through his strong people management skill and
managerial ability.

HOW WE OPERATE
OUR VALUES

Qualified

Affordable

Professionals

Health Cover

OUR
VALUES
Client

NO

Focus

Shortfalls

AFFORDABLE
MEDICAL COVER

NO SHORTFALLS

Arbitrary product offering changes,

Comprehensive cover should not be

failure to deliver what is promised,

exclusive

and increased premiums despite low

Therefore, the no-shortfall provision

inflation and a stable economy, are

has become a standard offering for

some of the inconsistencies that go

many health administrators across

against our values.

the country.

A secure product offering, no

Innovate product structures created

premium increases in the middle of

with a mind-set of longevity, protect

a financial year, and tenacity despite

members from the burden of

volatile and unstable economic

co-payments on services - including

periods are just some of the promises

consultation, laboratory, scanning or

made by MedHealth.

admission.

Cover across a spectrum of income

MedHealth provides members with

range is available as we are

true, adequate, clear and prompt

committed to tailoring products that

information on the goods or services

suit every income bracket.

offered, so that consumers can make

to

higher-end

products.

proper and informed choices.

NO SHORTFALLS

MedHealth provides an innovative
alternative that ensures client
security. This is why MedHealth closely
monitors how members utilise their
benefits, so that products are aligned
with the specific requirements of the
end user.

QUALIFIED
PROFESSIONALS
OUR STAFF

MedHealth has spearheaded some
innovations due to client demand,

Customer service is not about added value. For MedHealth, interaction with

among which are funeral cover, repa-

clients is the fabric of our offering and it is woven together by committed staff

triation of mortal remains and

and service providers. Our client service consultants are drawn locally as they

personal health assessments. From

understand our people and are best able to cater to their needs.

the entry-level Care and CarePlus to
the top-level PremiumCare, each

The right attitude in conjunction with a thorough understand of our products

option plan has a network of service

and services are a winning combination that guarantees the professionalism

providers within an accepted range.

of our staff members. A cohesive team is often difficult to cultivate, but for
years, MedHealth has been largely differentiated from competitors by the

These are a few of many ways that
MedHealth guarantees a seamless
client experience.

impeccable quality of service it offers.

OUR PARTNERS

One of the many exciting developments within our
contingent of outstanding professionals is the
partnership with the Yashoda Hospitals of India.
This medical institute offers specialised treatment

OUR SUPPLIERS

in cardiological/cardiothoracic conditions,
oncology/cancer, non-neurological disorders,

In addition to our staff members are the local businesses that form part of our
supply chain. As a company that takes contribution to economic
development in our country seriously, we recognise the importance of
sourcing locally to foster the growth of small-medium enterprises.
At times we may need to source specialised services outside the country,
however, this is only done after determining that there is no local option. A
team of marketing, clinical, administration and corporate social responsibility
specialists works tirelessly to consolidate the fresh brand image of the
company so that potential clients will have a top-of-mind awareness of what
they get by joining the scheme; and existing clients may have a flawless
customer experience..

orthopaedic as well as heart and kidney, liver, lung
and bone morrow transplants, just to mention
a few.
MedHealth has found an institution with the
capacity to facilitate foreign referrals of patients
from Malawi to India for specialized treatment at
affordable payments systems.
Malawian specialists are now able to work with
their Indian counterparts to undertake life-saving
interventions benefitting MedHealth members.

OUR APPROACH

“We have a relatively simplistic but thorough approach
to our market research, approaching it with a mindset
focused on longevity, as opposed to achieving
short-term goals. This business intelligence informs us
in terms of what we should and shouldn’t do,
depending solely on market trends and current
appetite being witnessed by our researchers.” – CEO,
Bright Kamanga

OUR PRINCIPLES

“We understand the market and we will endeavour to
close the existing gaps. But while being an indigenous
player, we will offer services that meet international
standards. We understand that perfection cannot be
attained but we believe that the road to perfection
allows us to offer excellence. And excellence in everything that we do is the perfection”.
– CEO, Bright Kamanga

OUR ADVANTAGE

“MedHealth‘s model of operation as it stands today does speak
for itself as a medical aid institution that so far provides quality,
affordable and convenient healthcare cover for individuals,
families and organizations in Malawi with a core value
proposition of a 100% no shortfall guarantee on available
benefits.” – CEO, Bright Kamanga

WHAT WE DO
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

TOP END OPTIONS

Mediplus and Premiumcare

MID RANGE OPTIONS

Medisave and Medicare

MEDIPLUS OPTION

MEDISAVE OPTION

MediPlus allows members to have access to services and

MediSave is ideal for members who want a little more than just basic

products that are top of the range. With an overall inpatient

health care cover. The option allows members to experience a little

limit of 30 million kwacha and access to over 300 service

bit of what members under PremiumCare and MediPlus experience

providers within the country, members are assured of ser-

at the fraction of the cost. With air-cross boarder evacuations and for-

vice in some of the country’s most sort after hospitals.

eign referrals as part of the package, members are able to avoid large
financial constraints should the need to be referred ever arise.

PREMIUMCARE OPTION
MEDICARE OPTION

PremiumCare is an option plan for members who want
more than assurance in their health coverage. The plan al-

MediCare is the option for members who to be on the safe side both

lows members to have peace of mind with 150 million kwa-

in finances and coverage, these members have access to cashless for-

cha in-patient limit. The plan is ideal for members who fre-

eign referral, foreign cover, repatriation of remains and even a per-

quently travel or who wish to ensure that come what may,

sonal health assessment without having to dig dip into their pockets.

they will be covered for any medical emergency.

Members under this have access a large service provider network.

LOWER END OPTIONS

Care and Care Plus

CARE OPTION
Care option is ideal for members who rarely travel within the

SERVICE PROVIDERS
An extensive network of service providers works with MedHealth to ensure that members of our scheme have
access within their geographical areas.

country, and are satisfied with their current health status. Members on this option generally want to have basic health insurance
HEALTHCARE SERVICES INCLUDE:

GEOGRAPHIC AREAS INCLUDE:

and their families. In addition, they have a preference to visit local

•

Ambulance services

•

Balaka

•

Mtakataka

health centres over general hospitals.

•

Dental therapists

•

Blantyre

•

Mulanje

•

General practitioners

•

Ekwendeni

•

Mzimba

•

Government hospitals

•

Karonga

•

Namitete

•

Mission Hospitals

•

Kasungu

•

Namwera

CarePlus is the option for members who are looking for basic

•

Opticians

•

Lilongwe

•

Nchalo

health cover. The option caters to the bacis health necessities for

•

Pharmacies

•

Limbe

•

Nkhata-Bay

members which includes, dentistry, optometry, and inpatient

•

Private clinics

•

Liwonde

•

Nkhoma

and outpatient services. This option plan is ideal for members liv-

•

Private hospitals

•

Lumbadzi

•

Nkhotakota

•

Luchenza

•

Nsanje

Lunzu

•

Phalombe

and nothing else. These members tend to be satisfied with a personal health assessment and primary health cover for themselves

CARE PLUS OPTIONS

ing in the outskirts of the city frequently travel to Malawi’s major
cities and towns. It provides a good network of service providers in
the town fringes and gives members the option to visit select few

•

Madisi

•

Rumphi

service providers within the cities should the need arise.

•

Makwasa

•

Salima

•

Monkey-Bay

•

Zomba

CONCLUSION
“I will remember that there is art to medicine as well as science, and that warmth,
sympathy, and understanding may outweigh the surgeon’s knife or the chemist’s
drug.” – Hippocratic Oath
Although the Hippocratic Oath is sworn by medical practitioners as their bond
to uphold specific ethics related to their work on the fringes of life and death, we
believe the essence of it applies to all parties in the medical community.
As a healthcare insurance provider, MedHealth operates in an environment that
is filled with emotion, turmoil and sometimes despair. This is all the more reason
for its staff to adopt and practice the oath’s call for “warmth, sympathy and under-

East Wing, First Floor, Kang’ombe House City Centre,

standing.

Lilongwe, Malawi.

We at MedHealth treat this responsibility with the gravity it requires. We complement the interventions that medicine and science provide by offering reassurance,
working with integrity and respecting all who reach out to us to attain their wellbeing. We do this with humanity, treating all our members as the family they are.

P O Box 31737
Lilongwe 3
Malawi
Tel: +265 1 771 977/8/9
Fax: +265 1 771 976
Email: info@medhealth.mw

